That is, the deflection gives an exponential decrease of the hopping energies, v 0 e −l/λ , where v 0 ≈ −3 eV is the hopping energy between p z orbitals in pristine graphene with creation (annihilation) operators c † i (c i ) at lattice site i, l is the carbon-carbon bond stretching, and λ ≈ 0.047 nm is the length scale characterizing the decay (see the Methods and Ref. 20) . That strain further opens up the band gap in GNRs (or nanotubes) in vacuum and on a substrate is well known [20] [21] [22] . Here, we show that even in a room-temperature solution environment this opening is efficiently detectable above the noise, which will enable the use of GNR deflection for detecting molecular scale processes or even DNA sequencing 23, 24 .
Regardless of its origin, a force on one or a few carbon atoms in the GNR will result in its local deflection. Using all-atom molecular dynamics (see the Methods), we examine deflection by 100 pN forces, which is comparable with critical force to break hybridized DNA bases at nanosecond timescales 23 . Figure 1d shows a periodic force (10 ns on, 10 ns off) applied to one carbon atom at the ribbon edge, giving rise to a series of deflected and undeflected events over the background noise due to thermal fluctuations. Figure 2a shows the electron transmission probability through a few example, instantaneous graphene structures. On top of the bandgap already present in a (slightly) strained ribbon of finite width, there are fluctuations of the states' energies. These fluctuations will be of order k B T , where k B is Boltzmann's constant and T is the temperature (here, room temperature). Expanding the exponent in the Hamiltonian, Eq. (1), we see that the fluctuations in the coupling constants -averaged over the whole structure -are v 0 l 2 /λ 2 , which, in thermal equilibrium, gives v 0 k B T /κλ 2 with κ ≈ 4360 eV/nm 2 the carbon-carbon spring constant. At room temperature, this estimate is approximately 8 meV and will increase linearly with T . The thermal noise is thus directly imprinted on the probability for electrons to transmit through the ribbon.
In fact, the average transmission functions, Fig. 2b , seem to follow a Voigt profile commonly seen in solution/gas-phase spectroscopy and diffraction 25 . Just as in those areas, transmission has two sources of broadening: One is the standard Lorentzian form (seen in Fig. 2a for the transmission through individual, instantaneous structures) due to coupling of the ribbon's electronic states to the electrodes. The other plays the role of thermal doppler broadening in spectroscopy: The thermal motions of the carbon atoms in graphene are a network of random bond strengths, giving rise to an effective parasitic "random walk" of the transmission peak position. However, the current does not yield a spectroscopic measurement of the transmission function due to both the finite bias and the thermal broadening of the elec- The water/ions are omitted and the deformed ribbon (green) has an exaggerated upward deflection, both for visual clarity. b, Hydrated ions and molecules can deflect the graphene, e.g., by binding to a functional group at the ribbon edge. c, In an alternative setup, the ribbon can cover an underlying window (e.g., in a silicon nitride membrane) and have a nanoscale pore, where hydrated ions or molecules (DNA, proteins, etc.) will impose a force on the pore edge during translocation. In either setup, flow can be driven by pressure or an applied bias. d, A periodic (10 ns on, 10 ns off) 100 pN force creates a series of deflected and undeflected events, where the dark blue line shows the moving average of the deflection (over 5 ns) -that is, the average z-displacement of the carbon atoms in the suspended region of the ribbon relative to the edges at the gold contacts. The light blue shaded region represents one standard deviation of the atom positions propagated through the moving average. Thresholding gives the green (red) lines for the deflected (undeflected) events. The vertical placement of these lines has no significance other than to indicate the "on/off" deflection state. See the Methods for details.
trons. As well, the average transmission actually follows a generalized Voigt form due to the presence of multiple neighboring transmission peaks. We will return to these points below. A Gaussian best fit for the average transmission peaks yields a full-width at half maximum of (17 ± 1) meV for all four peaks, i.e., a standard deviation of σ = (7 ± 0.5) meV, in line with the estimate above.
The average transmission also shows that the currentcarrying modes shift to higher energy when the GNR is deflected (Fig. 2b) . We can estimate this shift directly from Eq. (1): For a 0.2 nm deflection of a 15 nm long suspended region, the carbon-carbon bond stretch should be about 0.09 pm on the deflected edge, or about half that on average across the width of the ribbon. Taking l ≈ 0.04 pm, the change in electronic coupling is δv ≈ 2.7 meV, which is approximately the shift shown in Fig. 2b [from a Gaussian best fit, one obtains (1.6 ± 0.5) meV]. Even with this small shift (compared to the thermal broadening), the strain-induced change in the current is efficiently detectable, as we will show.
We want to identify the deflection of -or force on -the graphene nanoribbon from the electronic current. This can be either in a continuous or discrete scenario, i.e., determining the magnitude of deflection/force or detecting a molecular binding event. In either case, detection requires separating the signal from intrinsic and extrinsic noise. To optimize detection, we want to minimize the quantity
Here, the current noise, σ I , divided by the susceptibility, χ, of the current to deflection gives the appropriate measure of detectability (or, in the discrete case, divided by the absolute change in current, ∆ I = χ∆ d , where ∆ d is the change in deflection during the event). We consider σ I only from intrinsic sources and, to deal with extrinsic sources, we will also seek to maximize ∆ I , as this gives a robust way to overcome noise due to the readout electronics.
There are numerous potential methods to optimize these quantities, such as changing the baseline strain on the graphene or modifying other conditions (pH, temperature, gas-phase or vacuum instead of solution, GNR dimensions, etc.). We will consider the application of a uniform shift in Fermi level µ due to changing the pH [26] [27] [28] or by a voltage gate. Figure 3a shows the absolute current difference from the undeflected to deflected state, as well as the standard error of the estimate, which is just σ I /χ. We see that the optimal operating point is around µ = 125 meV, giving both a large current change upon deflection and small "single shot" expected error. That both conditions can almost simultaneously hold is not surprising, since increasing ∆ I decreases Eq. (2), all other effects being equal.
We expect that the optimal operating regime should "sit" on a peak shoulder, as this is where the shift in the peak gives the maximal absolute change. At µ = 125 meV, the operation is near the first peak shoulder. However, we will see that due to the multiple sources of thermal broadening (of the electrons in the reservoirs and of the transmitting states), the optimal detection point is more strongly influenced by the second peak, the one at approximately 220 meV. To show this, let's examine the mean current under a deflection d, 2 . Transmission probability through a graphene deflectometer. a, The transmission probability for a random selection of instantaneous structures of the suspended graphene. As the structure changes, the electronic states shift in energy, although their height stays more or less the same (e.g., the contact resistance between the gold and graphene changes little). b, The average transmission probability for deflected and undeflected events using the division in Fig. 1d . The width of these average peaks are order kBT at room temperature. The blue and green shaded regions represent plus/minus one block standard error. The deflected state has a transmission peak shifted to higher energy. That is, the bandgap opens further, consistent with strain in a pristine nanoribbon in vacuum at zero temperature 20, 22 . We note that the dual maximum in the first peak of the deflected state is potentially real and a reflection of the fact that the ribbon is deflected on one edge rather than uniformly across the width. The energetic shift in current-carrying modes enables the detection of the deflection events, as the magnitude of the current will change. A shift in the Fermi level via liquid gating [26] [27] [28] or an appropriately configured side gate can optimize sensitivity to this peak shift. Changing the magnitude of the bias also can help control the detectability of this signal. Inset: In any individual structure, there are transmitting modes at energies E1 and E2. The histograms of these peak positions show the shift in energy due to deflection, a shift that can be distinguished with sufficient sampling. The relative error in the binned data is in the Supplemental Information. See the Methods for details.
where
are the Fermi-Dirac distributions in the left (right) reservoirs, and · gives the average of the indicated quantity. Central to this expression is the average transmission function T d (E) under deflection d. In the Methods, we show that a single Voigt profile for electrons moving through a fluctuating structure gives rise to the current
where A is a prefactor and w and δµ are the Lorentzian peak width and offset from the Fermi level. The total thermal broadening σ = σ 2 F D + σ 2 V is due to both the electronic smearing, σ F D , and transmission peak broadening, σ V ≈ 7 meV. The quantity 2σ F D √ 2 ln 2 = 2k B T arccos [2 + cosh(eV /2k B T )] is the full-width at half maximum of the finite temperature bias window [
The maximum change in the current under deflection, i.e., when the peak shifts (i.e., δµ → δµ + δv), gives the most detectable signal. This occurs at (see Methods) δµ ≈ ±σ (or µ ≈ E p ± σ, where E p is the peak position). For a V = 50 mV bias at room temperature (and using σ V = 7 meV), this is approximately 40 meV away from the peak maximum. This is too low if measured from the first peak and too high from the second peak. However, when both peaks are considered jointly, the maximum change comes at µ ≈ 135 meV, in line with the full numerical results. At the maximum, about 2 nA changes occur. However, this drops rapidly, as exp −δµ 2 2σ 2 ), away from the maximum.
We can also optimize inference, or how well we can determine the deflection state, by minimizing Eq. (2) (either quantity will do, since they are related by a constant factor). Assuming that the current fluctuations are proportional to the current magnitude (which is the case away from the peak, see the Supplemental Information), we can minimize Eq. (2) by maximizing the relative difference in the current where we choose the larger of the two currents (the undeflected current) to normalize the expression since it sets the largest noise. This gives the minimum in Eq. (2) occurring at
Again, for a V = 50 mV bias at room temperature (and using σ V = 7 meV), this is a shift of about 120 meV from the peak, much too low to result from the first peak, but quantitatively in agreement for a shift from the second peak. The presence of the first peak does, however, re-sult in a much more slowly varying error in estimation for µ < 100 meV, which is qualitatively in agreement with Fig. 3a . While the maximum in the absolute change in current can be predicted from simpler approximations (e.g., a Gaussian or Lorentzian with additional broadening both predict the location of the maximum), the features in the behavior of the error estimation require recognizing that the average transmission is a Gaussian "bulk" and an algebraic tail (i.e., Voigt). The current at µ = 125 meV is shown in Fig. 3b . It clearly follows the deflected and undeflected states. The magnitude of the current is ≈ 36 nA, with a change of ≈ 2 nA, consistent with the analytical estimate. The accuracy in detecting the on/off deflection state is about 80 % when comparing the fidelity of the actual on/off time trace to that inferred from the current. In addition to detecting events, we can also extract the "instantaneous" deflection: Figure 3c shows a linear regression between the filtered current and deflection, where the separation of the deflected and undeflected states is visible. Figure 3d shows the reconstruction of the deflection using the electronic current. While more noisy than just detecting the on/off deflection, it is still accurate.
As is visually apparent from Fig. 3b , we are near the detection limit: The fluctuations in the current over the interior of a 10 ns event (i.e., not in a transition state between undeflected and deflected) are about 1 nA. The separation between current levels of the deflected and undeflected states is about 2 nA (for the 100 pN force on the 15 nm by 5 nm ribbon edge giving a ≈ 0.2 nm deflection). We can thus estimate the intrinsic physical limits of a graphene deflectometer. We have 100 pN forces at 200 MHz, which gives 7 fN/ √ Hz, which we expect to be slightly larger than the intrinsic sensitivity limit. Events shorter than 10 ns or with forces (deflection) smaller than 100 pN (0.2 nm) will start to significantly degrade their detectability. However, longer events or a larger sampling time can resolve smaller strains/forces in a straightforward manner. Noise from readout electronics and environmental electrostatic fluctuations will diminish the sensitivity (in cases where electrostatic changes occur with the process to be detected, a sufficiently long, e.g., functional group needs to be used to keep a separation larger than the Debye length). Current measurements on GNRs 27 show that the signals here are just below presentday sensitivity limits and further improvements 29 may allow the integrated device to reach the intrinsic force sensitivity.
Our results, including the simple analytical estimates and direct demonstration of the strain-current relationship in solution, show that graphene deflectometry is a promising route to sensing molecules and interactions in their native environment. Optimization of the detection via gating (or doping) and the bias brings its operation into realm of many molecular-scale interactions: It can sense forces less than 100 pN acting locally -on the scale of the forces imparted by DNA base pair binding to functional groups 23, 24 -and for a duration of less than 10 ns. 
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Methods
Molecular dynamics simulation of graphene ribbon. We performed all-atom molecular dynamics (MD) simulations of the graphene nanoribbon (GNR) immersed in water using the GROMACS 5.1.2 package 30 . The MD model of the GNR is based on the previously developed 31 and employed 23,31,32 bond-order informed harmonic potential, implemented within the OPLS-AA forcefield 33, 34 . The device is immersed in a rectangular container filled with explicit water molecules, using the TIP4P model 35, 36 . Prior to the production MD simulations, all systems underwent NPT relaxation at T = 300 K and p = 0.1 MPa. All production simulations were in an NVT ensemble at T = 300 K, maintained by a velocity-rescaling thermostat 37 with a time constant of 0.1 ps. The graphene is slightly prestrained to increase the bandgap and provide a restoring force. Out-of-plane deflections of the GNR were due to a constant 100 pN force in the z-direction, applied to a GNR carbon atom at (w, L/2), where w and L are the GNR's width and length, respectively. The deflecting force was on a single carbon atom at the edge rather than the center, (w/2, L/2), of the GNR to represent the "side arrangement" of a DNA . In between these two extremes there are structures transitioning from undeflected to deflected (or vice versa) just after a force is applied (released), as shown by black points. These structures are therefore sampled less (for instance, one sees a lone trajectory with a high current for a large range of z-deflection). d, Inferred deflection from the electronic current using the parameters of the linear regression and the deflection using the same thresholds as Fig. 1b . Approximately 76 % of the deflected and undeflected configurations are correctly represented in the current. The shaded region represents the error from the regression. sensor 24 , which does not require a nanopore. The deflection is measured directly from the graphene coordinates by examining the average position of the carbon atoms in the center as compared to those along the outside edges. It should be noted that this arrangement implies a force detection only when the force imposes a structural change on the GNR.
Electronic transport calculations. The total current through the graphene nanoribbon is found via 38,39
where the factor of 2 is for spin, f L and f R are the FermiDirac distributions in the left and right reservoirs respectively, and the transmission function T (E) is
The coupling to the reservoirs is
and the Green's functions G are
where H is the Hamiltonian and the self-energies Σ
L(R)
determine the coupling to the external reservoirs on the left (right) side of the system. These are set at a constant relaxation parameter, γ, which determines the rate of relaxation of the gold electronic states to thermal equilibrium in the absence of the graphene. In particular, γ must be set to ensure that the current correctly reflects the intrinsic conductance of the ribbon in the presence of the gold contacts [39] [40] [41] (see the Supplemental Information for more details).
The ends of the suspended graphene are coupled to an additional 12 hexagons (≈ 2.5 nm) of pristine graphene above three layers of a gold (111) surface. The applied potential is across the two gold substrates. The gold atoms have a −3 eV hopping energy between all adjacent atoms and an onsite energy of −1.6 eV, representing the 6s-conduction band 42 . The parameter λ in Eq. (1) is extracted from exp[η 0 (l/r − 1)], where r = 0.142 nm, and η 0 ≈ −3 (see Ref. 20) . The carbon-gold coupling has a similar form with r = 0.331 nm and equilibrium hopping of −1.5 eV.
Optimization and the Voigt Profile. In the scenario in Fig. 1d , detection amounts to inferring the on/off deflection state (or determining the magnitude of the applied force for continuous detection). A deflection, d, will result in some probability distribution P d (I) of output currents, e.g.,
2 I , where
and χ is the susceptibility of the current to the deflection. To infer whether the ribbon is deflected, we only need to know whether the current is above some threshold ( I in this case where the on/off states are equally probable). If so, the undeflected state is most likely. If not, the deflected state is most likely. The error of incorrectly identifying a the deflected (undeflected) state is just the integral of P (I) over I above (below) the threshold, which yields an expected error probability of Erfc ∆ I /2 √ 2σ I . For optimal detection, therefore, we want to minimize
where ∆ I is the separation of the current between the two deflection states. Minimizing this quantify ensures that the fluctuations in current (within a given deflection state) are the smallest possible compared to the change in mean current upon deflection, giving optimal inference of the deflection state from the current (in the absence of external sources of noise). For continuous detection, one wants to infer the deflection (or force) from the value of the current. Transforming the distribution, P d (I), to one over the deflection gives 
In the numerical results, we compute this directly from the data, see Eq. (S6), and do not assume a Gaussian distribution.
The current through a single structure is given by Eq. (6). The main part of each transmission peak i through a single instantaneous structure is a Lorenztian,
where p i is the peak height, w i the peak width, and E i the peak position. We caution that the actual average transmission functions, while Lorentzian in the bulk of the peak, has a different tail. This is due to the presence of nearby neighboring transmission peaks (see the Supplemental Information). The resulting profile, however, captures all the features we see in Fig. 3a .
All parameters of the Lorenztian have some distribution due to the fluctuations of the GNR. The fluctuations in the peak position is the most important source of noise for detecting the shift, as the other parameters all follow similar distributions, see Fig. S3 . Thus, we consider the Voigt distribution (12) where E d is the average peak position of the deflection state d. Employing Eq. (12) in Eq. (3) gives the mean current. This total expression can not be integrated analytically. However, so long as the Fermi level is near (within about 100 meV) to the peak position, one can give an accurate approximation to the bias window,
which has the right window height, tanh [V /4k B T ], and the right window width, σ F D , at bias V and temperature T . The tail decays too fast compared to the exact bias window, limiting the accuracy of this expression when the separation of the peak and the Fermi level is greater than about 100 meV. With this approximation, we get the expression in Eq. (4). The prefactor in that expression is
The expressions for the location of the maximum current change and for the minimal error estimation come from Eq. (4) by expanding for small δv and for small w (both of which are much smaller than all other energy scales involved). 2. Currents in different operating regimes 8
1. Methods
Deflection
Assuming that the GNR deflected at the center forms a triangle with its undeflected state, the central z-deflection is taken as twice the average z-coordinate of the suspended region relative to the restrained edges: z defl = 2 z sus − 2 z end , where a carbon atom is included in z sus if 1 nm ≤ z ≤ 14 nm and is in z end otherwise. This expression is the lowest order expansion of the length change of the nanoribbon assuming a right triangle.
The fluctuation in this quantity is a combination of the standard deviations of each one:
end . The high frequency noise is removed before further analysis of the deflection (the current calculations use the unfiltered, instantaneous structures) by applying a moving average of 5 ns (or 100 instantaneous structures), with the start and end structures wrapped to eliminate edge effects.
Partitioning into deflected, undeflected, and intermediate structures is done automatically
with the filtered z-deflection and a threshold of z defl < −0.135 nm for deflected structures and z defl > −0.1155 nm for undeflected (set through a visual inspection). We then group these into sets of at least ten continuous structures with four structures removed from the boundary of each range to account for the uncertainty in the determining that boundary.
Electronic transport
For each 50 ps step in the instantaneous, MD-simulated structure (without any filtering of the atomic positions), the transmission function, T (E), is calculated directly, which gives the current
where f L (f R ) is the Fermi-Dirac distributions in the left (right) reservoir and G is
with H the Hamiltonian. The Σ L(R) terms determine the coupling to the external reservoirs on the left (right) side of the system and are set to a constant, γ. Here, L and R are the In the main text we use the relaxation rate γ ≈ 6.05/fs (dashed, vertical line), which is within the central, quasi-plateau region.
left and right gold substrates. When L and R are independently diagonalized,
where the spectral functions are Figure S1 shows the electronic current as a function of γ. In the small-and large-γ limits, the total current is limited by the relaxation rate. The intermediate regime determines the intrinsic conductance of the ribbon "in isolation": The region of interest does not have a conductance independent of how it is contacted. Thus, the intrinsic conductance is the conductance of the whole setup where γ-dependence has been eliminated 1-3 . The sizes of the gold substrate and the value of γ are chosen so that this dependence has been effectively removed but for which the computational cost of the simulation is still reasonable.
Within the energy range of Fig. 2b of the main text, the transmission function, T (E), has two Lorentzian peaks corresponding to broadened electronic modes, i.e., it has the form
where p i is the peak height, w i is the width, and E i is the peak location of peak i = 1, 2. Table S1 shows the parameters found from a non-linear fit of a Gaussian to the histograms for w and E.
The Lorentzian fits appear to show good agreement with the exact transmission function (and provide the basis for the subsequent use of the Voigt profile). However, it should be noted that the tail characteristics of the transmission function can differ from a true Lorentzian, as seen in Fig. S4 , due to the off-diagonal terms in the self-energy. This can be seen by calculating the transmission function using a subset of the important modes in the region of interest 3 . When the two main peaks are projected from the full solution, we find a transmission that is lower than both a pure Lorentzian and the full solution, meaning that higher order effects play a role in determining the structure of the transmission function away from the peak. To optimize the absolute difference between the deflected and undeflected currents (in order to maximize the measurable current), this difference plays a negligible role (as opposed to the maximum relative difference, which depends on the tail structure). 
Numerical considerations and error quantification
When a set of structures is treated in aggregate, the block standard error is
where T is the total simulation time, τ is the length of time of a single block, I τ is the average current within a block, I T is the total average current, and N b is the total number of blocks. Figure S5 shows the error as a function of block size, which is approximately constant at N b = 500, which is the value we use for the error in the main text and SI plots.
For the regression between the electronic current and the z-deflection, the error is the standard error of the estimate
where z rec is the reconstructed z-deflection and N is the total number of instantaneous MD structures. In Fig. 3a of the main text, this quantity is normalized by the average total deflection, z defl /N . at high speeds (i.e., that the readout noise is sufficiently low), the z-deflection can be determined with ≈ 77 % of the total structures correctly identified as deflected or undeflected in both cases.
Currents in different operating regimes
The main text uses a Fermi level of ≈ 125 meV and a 50 mV bias. However, since the bias window is large due to thermal broadening, there are potentially many suitable values for the Fermi level that will enable detection of deflection. Figure S6 shows the inferred deflection using an alternative value of the Fermi level with a similar gradient error but a lower absolute difference. For this particular system, it produces nearly the same result as the main text, but with a lower magnitude of the total current, which would be more difficult to measure in practice.
